We elaborate on the theory of electronic transport through a quantum point contact (QPC) in the Quantum Hall (QH) regime, which does not discriminate between compressible and incompressible QH liquids, and accounts for both diffusive and ballistic regimes of the bulk electron motion. In either regime we find departures from the accustomed chiral Luttinger liquid behavior. The results suggest that away from incompressible Fractional Quantum Hall (FQH) states the resonance peak conductance of a QPC between two QH liquids might deviate from a universal value given by the bulk Hall conductivity, similar to the absence of the conductance quantization in a quantum wire connected to non-Fermi-liquid leads.
Over the past few years a great deal of attention was paid to the transport properties of the FQH edge states, which, following the seminal work by Wen [1] , are customarily viewed as comprising a finite number of spatially separated chiral one-dimensional (1D) modes. At filling fractions ν = n 2pn+1 < 1, which correspond to the best experimentally resolved (Jain's) FQH states, the theoretical picture is that either all n edge modes propagate in the same direction (the purely chiral case n > 0) or one of them has its direction opposite to that of the other n − 1 modes (n < 0). The analysis of a non-chiral case is more complicated. In particular, it was pointed out [2] that the measured two-terminal conductance G can only acquire a universal value equal to the bulk Hall conductivity σ xy = νe 2 /h in the presence of disorder which provides momentum-non-conserving scattering between different modes and facilitates their equilibration.
The above, essentially one-particle, picture of the FQH edge states is expected to be valid for a sharp edge of a width smaller than the magnetic length l B , whereas in the case of a smooth confining potential the Hartree theory [3] predicts a monotoneous density profile and the appearance of alternating compressible (C-) and incompressible (I-) strips parallel to the edge. Moreover, a derivation of the effective hydrodynamical description of a smooth edge from the microscopic Coulomb Hamiltonian [4] revealed an infinite set of edge modes, the standard magnetoplasmon with the dispersion ω ∼ q √ ln q being the uppermost one.
This latter picture is believed to be adequate if the edge is defined electrostatically by means of the standard split-gate technique. However, practical realizations of a more simple, from the theoretical viewpoint, atomically sharp edge recently became available, thanks to the advances in the cleaved edge overgrowth technology.
One of the most commonly addressed problems of the correlated electron transport is that of a conductance of a tunable narrow constriction which enables tunneling between the edge modes on the opposite banks of the constriction.
It is believed that under the conditions of complete equilibration of the edge modes with external reservoirs the two-terminal conductance of the constriction must reach its peak resonance value G = σ xy = νe 2 /h. Compared to the zero-field conductance quantization (e 2 /h per a conduction channel), G is reduced yet remains universal.
More exactly, the universal conductance quantization is generally expected for a sharp potential which defines the constriction. The situation becomes more involved in case of a smooth split-gate potential when the edge undergoes reconstruction resulting in formation of alternating C-and I-strips inside the constriction [3, 5] .
It was argued in [6] that as a function of the gate voltage the conductance retains one of the quantized odd-denominator fractional values as long as there is an I-strip in the center of the QPC. On the contrary, in case if there is a C-strip in the center, the Hartree theory of Ref.
[6] predicts a non-universal ballistic conductance given by a local filling factor ν(0) < ν at a saddle point r = 0 of the confining potential:
Away from the resonance, the conduction is reduced because of quasiparticle tunneling across the constriction. On the other hand, in the regime of a nearly complete pinch-off the residual (non-ohmic) conductance is solely due to electron tunneling through the potential barrier. In the framework of the original Wen's approach, the non-linear I-V characteristic (I(V ) ∼ V 2g−1 ) of a single-mode (|n| = 1) edge is described by the universal exponent with g = ν −1 while the exponent which controls the quasiparticle backscattering current is equal to 2g −1 − 1. These power-law dependencies originate from the spectral functions of the edge quasiparticle and electron excitations (
and are commonly referred to as the distinct hallmarks of the chiral Luttinger liquid type of behavior.
The above values of the tunneling exponents were obtained for a sharp edge. On the contrary, the microscopic theory of a smooth edge of a width W yields the tunneling exponent g(W ) which increases monotoniously with W and crosses over to an exponential dependence as W tends to infinity [7, 8] .
The phenomenological single-mode theory of a sharp edge of ν = to the action written in imaginary time (0 ≤ t ≤ β) [9] :
where Γ is the electron tunneling amplutide, and the coupling function g(ω) amounts to a universal constant g = ν −1 .
As follows from the exact solution of the conductance problem [10] , the theory (1) demonstrates a remarkable duality between strong and weak coupling limits
which correspond to voltage biases larger ( smaller) than some crossover scale
The experimental results obtained in [11] for the ν = 1/3 edge seem to justify the very use of the model (1) in the entire range of biases (the crossover scale was estimated in [9] as V 0 ∼ 5µV ). Although the universal curve for the temperature-dependent conductance G(T ) computed in [9, 10] shows a departure from the experimental data at small T , it was argued in [12] that the agreement can be improved if one includes long-range Coulomb interactions between different edges.
As a result, at small frequencies (ω < v F /W for a Hall device of a width W ) the coupling
, where α ∼ e 2 /ǫ 0 v F , and v F is a 1D Fermi velocity of the edge mode.
For a generic coupling function g(ω) neither an exact solution for the conductivity is possible, nor the duality relation (2) holds. In particular, in the presence of long-range inter-edge Coulomb forces the quasiparticle and the electron tunneling models cease to be dual to each other [13] . As a result, they lead to different kinds of behavior at small V , neither of the two being the usual Luttinger liquid one.
Moreover, the resonance peak conductance of a QPC computed in the framework of the quasiparicle tunneling model which incorporates Coulomb forces deviates from the bulk
Hall conductivity σ xy and vanishes as 14] . To this end, it is worthwhile mentioning that in the experiment [11] G(T ) never reached its expected peak value of e 2 /3h.
The non-Fermi-liquid transport properties in the QH regime were also probed in the experiment [15] where tunneling occured between a metallic lead and an atomically sharp QH edge. In [16] these data were analyzed under the assumption that electrons tunnel via isolated impurities, and each impurity works as an atomic-size QPC between a QH liquid at filling factor ν and a chiral Fermi liquid with ν = 1, the latter representing a single conduction channel in the lead which couples to the FQH edge.
The formal proof of the validity of this representation given in Ref. [16] where electrons in the lead were treated as free, can not be readily generalized onto the interacting case. It is conceivable, however, that all one needs for this to be true, is a G(t, 0) ∼ t −1 behavior of the electronic Green function in the lead.
It was also shown in [16] that in case of a QPC between two FQH liquids at different ν's, the effective coupling constant g from Eq. (1) is given by a simple combination of the L-
Hence, in the absence of Coulomb forces, the conductance of a QPC between a ν FQH state and a metallic lead has the peak value G ν,1 = 2ν ν+1 e 2 /h, which is greater than that of a QPC between two identical FQH liquids: G ν,ν = νe 2 /h. The authors of Ref. [16] pointed out that in order to achieve complete equilibration between the edge mode and the lead infinitely many QPC are needed, in which case the overall two-terminal conductance approaches its expected value G = σ xy at biases V above a crossover value estimated in [16] as V 0 ∼ 10 3 µV .
Compared to the problem of FQH edges, the case of the C-states at even denominator filling fractions (EDFs) ν = 1/2p received much less attention, largely because of the lack of a systematic theoretical description. Only recently a unified approach to both C-and I-states in the framework of the composite fermion (CF) theory was proposed [17] . The authors of
Ref. [17] focused on the non-ohmic (weak coupling) regime where Coulomb interactions are screened and the bulk dynamics of CFs is diffusive. Together, these two conditions provide that the I − V characteristic goes as a power-law I(V ) ∼ V g for the experimental setup of Ref. [15] .
The CF theory developed in Ref. [17] yields the tunneling exponent in terms of the bulk
the whole range of filling fractions
, provided that σ xx << σ xy .
In particular, for the Jain's I-states with σ xx → 0 at T → 0, the authors of Ref. [17] reproduced the universal exponents obtained in Ref. [2] : g(ν) = 1 + |2p + 1/n| − 1/|n|.
We note, in passing, that the above value of the tunneling exponent g differs from ν −1 for any |n| > 1. The intrinsic duality (2) of the action (1) then implies that in the case of multiple modes it is no longer possible to describe a QPC at all biases by means of the action (1) with a constant g(ω) even in the case of a sharp edge and short-range electron interactions.
However, a recent experiment [18] revealed a ν-dependence of the tunneling exponent which is closer to g(ν) ≈ ν −1 , in odds with the prediction of the CF theory of Ref. [17] . In order to explain these data, in [19] the authors of Ref. [7] modified their approach developed for a smooth edge governed by Coulomb interactions in the absence of impurities. In the sharp edge limit the theory of Refs. [7, 19] supports only one charged (magnetoplasmon) edge mode, which results in the tunneling exponent g ≈ ν −1 regardless of whether the bulk state is of a C-or I-kind.
In the framework of the phenomenological n-mode picture of sharp edges of Jain's FQH states [1, 2] this better agreement with the data from Ref. [18] could be understood if electron tunneling occured almost uniformly over the width of the edge. In this case the contribution of each of the n − 1 neutral modes to the tunneling exponent gets spatially averaged and nearly vanishes, as opposed to that of the charged mode which becomes the magnetoplasmon in the presence of Coulomb interactions.
Commenting further on the CF approach of Ref. [17] , we note that in [15, 18] the data were taken at biases ranging from 10 0 to 10 4 µV , while the crossover from weak to strong tunneling occurs at V 0 ∼ 10 3 µV which appears to be comparable to the effective Fermi energy of the bulk CFs: E F ∼ e 2 /ǫ 0 l B . This should be contrasted to the impurity scattering rate of CFs which determines the crossover between diffusive and ballistic regimes in metal-like C-states at EDFs. The latter can be estimated from a typical d.c. resistivity at ν = 1/2p
Hence, the data from Ref. [18] cover both the regimes of diffusive (V < τ −1 ) and ballistic (V > τ −1 ) motion of the CFs in the bulk. Nevertheless, as long as τ −1 << V 0 , one can still remain well below the weak-to-strong coupling crossover.
In the present Letter we address both of the above regimes by employing a bulk version of the independent boson model (IBM) [20, 21] written in terms of the local charge densities ρ(t, r). In addition, the nearby metallic parts of the Hall device can screen out the Coulomb forces. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that an additional crossover from Coulomb to short-ranged interactions occurs in the same range of biases V ∼ τ −1 .
In the IBM aproach, a slow (on a time scale of order t ∼ V −1 ) relaxation of local charge and current disturbancies caused by a tunneling electron is described by the bulk density correlation function χ(ω, q) used as the main theoretical input. Different regimes (ballistic versus diffusive) as well as different pairwise interaction potentials (Coulomb versus screened) can be all fit into the expression [20] :
In what follows, we focus on the T = 0 problem of an atomic-size QPC between two QH C-states at (in general, different) EDFs: ν L (located at x < 0) and ν R (located at x > 0).
According to [16] , a clean metallic lead with σ xx >> e 2 /h can be formally treated as a dissipationless ν = 1 QH state.
Provided that during the time interval t ∼ V −1 the charge disturbance spreads over the distance L ∼ t 1/2 which is much larger than the size of the QPC, one can consider a tunneling process as spatially localized, and think of the QPC as a pinhole in a 1D screen extended along the line x = 0.
The Lagrangian of the corresponding IBM model then reads as
where µ R − µ L = eV . In the spirit of Refs. [20, 21] , in Eq.(4) we neglect electronic recoil in processes of emission and absorption of charge density modes.
A different kind of IBM used in Ref. [7, 19] accounted for all propagating edge modes in the case of Coulomb interactions and no impurities. Instead, here we focus on the effect of bulk density modes, and first consider the case of short-range interactions (U q = U 0 ) in the diffusive regime (σ xx (q) = σ xx at T = 0).
As the first step, we integrate fermions out in the linked cluster approximation [20, 21] and obtain a purely bosonic theory for coupled "L"-and "R"-density modes
Next, we integrate over all ρ α (t, r) at r = 0 and single out the out-of-phase combination
which is the only one affected by the cosine term. As a result, we arrive at the action (1) written in terms of the phase variable Φ(t) = U 0
On either side of the junction, the function g(ω) is given by the expression
where D µν = U 0 σ µν is the tensor of diffusion coefficients.
The differential operator in (6) has to be inverted by taking into account the "chiral"
boundary condition for the current: J x = −D xx ∇ x ρ − D xy ∇ y ρ = 0 which has to be imposed everywhere along the line x = 0, except for the location of the contact at r = 0:
where the logarithmic term proportional to σ xx originates from the exchange correction to the tunneling density of states in the diffusive regime.
The current through a QPC is given by Kubo formula
At low biases the non-ohmic I − V characteristic is recovered from (8) in the second order in renormalized electron tunneling amplitude Γ(ω) which obeys the differential renormalization group equation [9, 12, 13] 
For the experimental setup of Ref. [15, 18] corresponding to ν L = ν, ν R = 1 we obtain
For small σ xx << e 2 /(2p) 2 h the logarithmic deviation of g(ω) from the constant value affects only weakly the asymptotic behavior ∼ V
The quantitative analysis of the experiment [11] carried out in [9, 12] gives the value of V 0 much smaller than τ −1 , so the strong tunneling regime sets in while the bulk dynamics still remains diffusive. It suggests that in case of C-states at EDFs even the strong tunneling regime V 0 < V < τ −1 might be controlled by non-universal values of the coupling function g(V ) from Eq.(8).
Next we consider the ballistic regime governed by unscreened Coulomb interactions (U q = 2πe 2 /ǫ 0 q). The peculiar property of C-states at EDFs is a linear momentum dependence of the bulk conductivity: [20] . Again, as opposed to the analysis of Ref. [19] which focused on the edge magnetoplasmon, we concentrate on the bulk charge density mode which retains its diffusive spectrum ω = iDq 2 with an effective
The corresponding value of the coupling function g(ω) is now given by the integral 
with the upper cutoff |k| ∼ l
which may deviate from ν −1 substantially at biases comparable to E F ∼ 10 3 − 10 4 µV .
At τ −1 << V << min{V 0 , E F } the solution of the renormalization group equation (9) yields
The deviations of g(ω) from the constant ν −1 found in both diffusive and ballistic regimes suggest a possibility of non-universal (reduced, as compared to νe 2 /h) peak values of the conductance of a ballistic QPC in a compressible QH liquid.
A practical realization of a wide-open QPC could be a short (of a length under the CF mean free path ∼ 1µm) narrow (of a width under l B ∼ 10nm) ballistic constriction.
Before we proceed with further discussion of the conductance quantization, it is worthwhile mentioning the situation at zero field where experiments on quasi-1D quantum wires [22] did not show the theoretically anticipated reduction of the perfect Landauer conductance (e 2 /h per channel) due to the interactions of electrons inside the wire.
On the theoretical side, it was understood that in a wire of a finite length L attached to normal (Fermi-liquid) leads the naively expected reduction can only be seen in the optical conductance G(ω) at frequencies ω > v F /L, whereas the resonance peak value in the d.c.
regime is determined by the leads, and not by the interior of the wire [23] .
Following this argument, we speculate that a constriction which opens adiabatically into a bulk C-state at one of the EDFs can be modelled as a wire attached to dissipative nonFermi-liquid leads. Provided that the tunneling exponent g(V ) remains non-universal at V >> V 0 , the leads are characterized by an anomalously decaying single particle Green function G(t, 0) ∼ t −g . The latter, in turn, implies that the peak conductance
computed with respect to the voltage drop across the ballistic constriction is not quantized.
We stress that our discussion refers to those constrictions where the potential confinement of electrons is stronger than the magnetic one. Under such circumstances the bulk quasiparticles (CFs) are no longer well-defined inside the constriction, so what gives rise to a non-quantized contact resistance is a conversion of CFs into ordinary electrons while passing through the constriction.
In wider channels the interacting electrons will be still strongly affected by the magnetic field which might result in a formation of quasi-1D I-states at EDFs, as was found numerically [26] and, tentatively, observed in the surface acoustic wave propagation at ν = 1/2 in the presence of a 1D density modulation [24] .
Another difficulty with an observation of a non-quantized resonance peak conductance is that the constriction must be atomically sharp yet adiabatic (for a related discussion in the context of a d.c. voltage transformer see [25] ).
The condition that the wire opens into the leads adiabatically eliminates backscattering of CFs entering the constriction and allows for many-body correlation effects to dominate in the conductance reduction. However, given the fact that in finite geometries even the mean-field semiclassical dynamics of CFs is quite different from that of ordinary electrons [27] , an explicit formulation of adiabaticity condition for a QPC in the ν = 1/2p C-state might well differ from the well-known zero-field condition found in [28] .
While treating CFs beyond mean-field, one should also consider such possible source of a further reduction of conductance as a backscattering of CFs off the static Friedel density oscillations formed in the vicinity of the constriction. This effect, which is proportional to the q = 2k F component of the bulk density response function, might be much stronger at EDFs than in a Fermi liquid [29] , since the 2k F response of CFs was found to be strongly enhanced [30] .
In conclusion, we elaborate on a unified description of electronic transport through a point contact in the QH regime, which treats both C-and I-bulk states on equal footing. We consider both cases of short-range (screened) and Coulomb interactions in diffusive and ballistic regimes correspondently and find departures from the chiral Luttinger liquid behavior for the C-states at EDFs. At small biases the resulting I − V characteristic is approximately power-law-like, the value of the exponent being consistent with the experimental data from [18] . The described systematic deviations from a simple power-law scaling allow one to make a critical comparison with the predictions of the other theories [17, 19] . In addi-tion, we discuss a possibility of a non-universal reduction of peak values of the conductance of an adiabatic constriction in a compressible QH luquid.
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